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From curvy crescents and swirly swirls to ovals, triangles and spheres, Eid is filled with shapes that

are your very own. Follow this rhyming story of the many shapes of this special day.
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The Shapes of Eid, According To Me is a fast read of 28 pages. It will help teach children several

shapes like crescent, stars, domes, and many more shapes to them. There are tidbits of Chicago's

landmarks in this book I recognized in the illustrations because we just had a family trip there. It's

safe to say that I recognized the cloud gate around Magrib time or sunset and a lake I believed was

the Michigan Lake by night.Now, perhaps I should reviewed this free copy I received during

Ramadhan because The Shapes of Eid, According To Me pertains more to Eid-ul-Fitr but it didn't

happen. That said, the shapes of Eid stays the same for the big Eid too. So, you can still acquire

this goodie for your children for Eid-al-Adha.Finally, The Shapes of Eid, According To Me is a

rhymer that will help children with math concepts besides the reading component.

This book is great for reading to your child as he or she sits on your lap. You can both look at it and

explain the illustrations to your child.As a teacher, it is harder to read aloud to the class of young

children and explain the modern almost abstract-like illustrations to them. The shapes are not

always big and clear for children to see from a distance.Having said that, if you're a parent then

grab this book and read it to your child to learn about Eid and shapes.

I was very impressed by the way this book "The Shapes of Eid, Accoring to me" is illustrated. The



words with pictures are just right for young readers. Modern setting in the book is great way to

connect the reader. I would love to read this book to my 6 year old princess at bedtime.Good luck

Samia.

It's so nice to be able to have stories that we can share during our Islamic holiday seasons! Such a

beautifully written book about Eid! A great read on the excitement of such a momentous time!
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